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The Cambrian line
• UK’s pilot site for
ERTMS Level 2:
− Shrewsbury-Aberystwyth
(‘Cambrian main line’ - TEN), and
− Machynlleth-Pwllheli (‘Cambrian
Coast’)
− Both are single lines with passing
loops

• Trains:
− 24 x ATW 2-car class 158, based
at Machynlleth
− 3 x NR class 37 (‘97’) for
engineering or special trains,
based at Shrewsbury

Cambrian ERTMS project
objective:

“Use ERTMS to re-signal the Cambrian Lines, maximising
opportunities for informing and de-risking the subsequent
national roll-out of ERTMS and improving operational
safety and performance on the route.”

Cambrian ERTMS project
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Authorised by UK government 2003
218 route-km
Contract awarded to Ansaldo-STS 2006
Joint project team Network Rail/Ansaldo/Arriva Trains
Wales
Harlech-Pwllheli commissioned into public use in
October 2010, the remainder in March 2011
Train performance quite poor at first – ERTMS issues
meant we were achieving weekly punctuality of c.60%
Several quasi-Cat ‘A’ SPADs in the early weeks
But, 7 months on, things are improving!

International context
• Previous ERTMS projects worldwide had either new
lines or new rolling stock - with considerable trial and
test running in a non-public environment
• So, with retro-fit of both rolling stock and
infrastructure on Cambrian, we have had something
much more difficult to manage!
• Easing ourselves in slowly did help:
− Level 0 running before Level 2
− Harlech-Pwllheli before full-Cambrian

• We have the 1st passenger terminus and 1st trainmaintenance depot in the world on an ERTMS Level
2 railway
• Transition from traditional semaphore to ERTMS
Level 2 (near Sutton Bridge) is also a first
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What have been the problems? (i) Trains
• Making alterations to 20-year-old trains causes faults!, e.g.
− Driver-Machine Interface (DMI) screen going blank
− Balise Transmission Module (BTM) failures
− Odometry faults

•
•
•
•

• DMI ‘washed out’ by sunlight (very small cabs), but too
bright at night. (Also GSM-R radio screen brightness)
Displayed ‘release speed’ can confuse
Some icons on the DMI are too small/too similar
ERTMS has a more cautious braking curve than humans
Cab boot-up times

• Upto 8 months to achieve V&V cycle for software upgrades

What have been the problems? (ii) Infrastructure
• Axle counters over the FTN
• Radio Block Centre (RBC) becoming ‘confused’, e.g. by
−
−
−
−

Linespeed changes which are ‘too frequent’
2 trains in the same platform both seeking Movement Authorities
Crossing trains at loops ‘too quickly’
Trains shunting from the running line into the depot

• Mixture of mile hr -1 and km hr -1
• Lack of incorporation of automatic level crossings into
ERTMS (only the CCTV level crossings are included)
• Degraded-mode maximum speed
• Reduced capacity when crossing at loops
• Permanent speed restrictions have become too restrictive
• 2 different certifications – Interoperable/non-TEN

Safety and risk
• No system fault in traffic has been a wrong-side
safety fault (but train performance does suffer!)
• The system does appear always to do what it’s
supposed to do, safety-wise
• All ‘SPAD’ events have stopped within the SvL
(Eurospeak for ‘overlap’), with all risked-ranked as 0
• An ERTMS SPAD which breaches the SvL is
(almost) impossible
• Do we need a new SPAD category? – TOM SC is
considering
• ERTMS requires a different approach to driving – HF
issues maybe not yet fully understood

Lessons learned for future
schemes (p.1)
•
•
•
•
•

There will be ongoing work on the design specifications
when introducing new schemes
Accept that derogations to TSIs etc. will be necessary
Integrating state-of-the-art kit onto existing infrastructure
& rolling-stock needs lots of care!
Do not underestimate the scale of change in the way the
railway operates, including operating Rules impact
Training and competence management of all disciplines
needs focus
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Lessons learned for future
schemes (p.2)
•
•
•
•
•
•

You cannot overdo the amount of testing – particularly
reliability modelling
Do more familiarisation in (better) Ops simulators
But - however much you test - the unexpected will crop
up, once into day-to-day operation
Keep the project team together, through the transition
from a project until well into day-to-day operation
Include automatic odometry calculation at the outset
Use the need for a JRU to extend its functionality and
thus replace existing OTMR, i.e. one data source
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Have there been benefits from
ERTMS on the Cambrian?
For the UK
• Learning how ERTMS can work in a UK context (and that
ERTMS is not as well-developed technically as we hoped!)
• Excellent experience of the problems of trying to convert
an existing railway
Although, for ATW on the Cambrian line…
• …our very simple railway has been converted to
something much more complex!

We are determined to make Cambrian
ERTMS a success – and it nearly is….!

